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Seamless, Powerful 
Guest Wi-FI Made Simple

Eleven’s smart Wi-Fi platform provides centralized cloud management 

for frictionless, consistent and high performance connectivity 

across multiple devices and properties.

Connect Guests 
& Devices

Manage Enterprise 
Networks

Engage With 
Customers

ElevenOS: The #1 Guest Wi-Fi Management Platform

Secure, centralized authentication 

is the backbone of the ElevenOS 

platform. With flexible options, 

including auto-connect, email, and 

social logins, group and access 

codes and simple forms, ElevenOS 

makes it easy to connect securely 

with data that tells you not just what 

device has is on the network, but 

who is connected. 

With over 40 million authentications 

each month, ElevenOS is the trusted 

central authentication platform for 

companies of all sizes in hospitality, 

multifamily, maritime, higher 

education, retail and beyond. Cloud-

based ElevenOS dashboards enable 

simple central management of  guest 

Wi-Fi across multiple properties, 

providers, and devices. 

Wi-Fi isn’t just about connecting 

devices anymore, it’s about 

connecting people to your brand to 

build loyalty. Combine connectivity 

analytics with other guest data 

systems (like CRM, PMS, loyalty, 

and social media data) to better 

understand your customers 

and deliver a truly personalized 

experience.

Works With Leading Network Infrastructure

ElevenOS has pre-built integrations with the leading network providers so you can leverage your existing infrastructure and 

minimize cost. Get and up and running quickly and get peace of mind with a best-in-breed network solution. 
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Connect guests to Wi-Fi instantly 

across multiple locations after one-time 

authentication with Passpoint/Hotspot 

2.0, ElevenOS also enables flexible 

authentication options including captive 

portal with system integrations to check 

for authenticity, access or group codes, 

and more.

ElevenOS: Like 
Mission Control 
for Better Wi-Fi

Secure Auto- 
Authentication

Provide a private virtual network for 

guests to quickly and securely access 

their own devices and easily connect 

to on-premise devices. Create the 

homelike experience people crave 

by enabling them to stream and cast 

content, print wirelessly, or share files 

with ease.

Dynamic 
Captive Portals

The first thing most people do when 

they arrive somewhere is to check 

for Wi-Fi. Take advantage of this 

touchpoint and welcome your guests 

with a beautifully branded portal. Easy-

to-use, responsive templates enable 

local languages and are designed to 

work seamlessly across devices.

Enterprise Device 
Management

ElevenOS helps enterprises prepare 

for the growing Internet of Things (IoT). 

With tools to provision, monitor, and 

update devices, as well as manage 

users to minimize the complexity of 

running a connected business. Easily 

authenticate browser-less devices and 

manage IoT devices holistically.

Personal Area 
Networks

Monitor bandwidth usage in real-time 

and make updates with ease. Save 

time by optimizing performance across 

multiple locations and providers 

from one cloud-based dashboard.

Additionally, Conference Manager 

is built to manage, monitor, and 

monetize Wi-Fi at events,

Smart Network 
Management

Stay on the pulse of Wi-Fi performance 

across devices, users and properties 

across the enterprise with real-time 

analytics to monitor performance 

against your key business metrics.

Analyze rich Wi-Fi data from custom 

cloud-based dashboards for single 

properties or across multiple.

Actionable 
Analytics & Reports

The leader in guest Wi-Fi management 

since 2002, top brands trust Eleven to keep 

millions of guests connected every month. 

ElevenOS cloud software platform is built for 

scalability. Whether you have one location 

or thousands, ElevenOS makes it easy to 

deliver a consistent and high performance 

guest Wi-Fi experience across disparate 

systems, from one central dashboard.


